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Mission Statement 
Data -> Information -> Personalization -> Humanization

By 2025, 80% of customer service organizations will have abandoned native mobile 

apps in favor of messaging for a better customer experience*

By introducing a scalable virtual agent concept, we are creating a new standard of 
communication between businesses and their customers. 

These digital avatars will: 

● Onboard and educate consumers

● Recommend and upsell products

● Handle customer complaints

● Provide more personal, entertaining user experiences

● Capture valuable user insights through targeted conversation

○ AU$95.29B Conversational AI 

Market Size by 2030**  

○ 23.6%  CAGR in Conversational 

AI Market 2022-2030

○ AU$9.31B Conversational AI 

Market Size in 2021  

* Newsroom Press Release, Gartner. January 2021 

** Conversational AI Market, Grand View Research. June 2022

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-proactive-customer-service-will-transform-customer-experience/
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-01-12-gartner-predicts-80--of-customer-service-organization
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/conversational-ai-market-report?utm_source=prnewswire&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ICT_15-June-22&utm_term=conversational_ai_market_report&utm_content=rd


Why AI changes the conversation
Nearly 25% of app users 

never return after the 
first try.

Here’s how AI helps.

Better Conversational Experience
95% of smartphone users feel that 
customer service has been improved with 
intuitive conversation.

Seamless Search 
AI creates engagement between users and 
static content portals.  
Ex. animated avatars, localized language, 
and intent recognition. 

App Personalization and Animation
AI will revamp the search algorithm, shifting 
focus to richer contextual and personalized 
app experiences.

Onboard Experience and Gamification
25% of app users never return to the app 
after the first try. 
AI receives psychological cues and enables  
UI/UX designers to ease user flow.

IoT
Conversational technology enables 
connected devices to encrypt real-time 
data.

Intervention
AI-powered mobile apps empower 
connected devices to learn from the 
information exchange pattern and act 
accordingly, enlisting help when something 
is urgent. 

Practical

Improved User Experience

Safe

✔ 

✔ 

✔ 



Meet the AI with face, voice, and smart response

The three pillars of one-on-one conversation:

Creating human-like digital doubles that 
can communicate in real-time

1. Human
Creating an audio double that can 
generate human-like text-to-speech in 
real time

2. Voice
Understanding user intentions (Natural 
Language Understanding) and providing 
coherent answers

3. Conversation



Past 12 Months - Plan. Team. Platform. BETA
In one year, we assembled a team of AI & ML experts, integrated proprietary technologies enabled 

by diversified investment in synthetic voice and visual research, and managed to generate the 
only conversational avatar tool of its kind. 

500+ Voices
Discover 500+ voices in 140 languages

Real Humans, Real Time
With proprietary machine learning technology, we 
synthesise any text to a talking human 

Anytime, Anywhere
Embeddable on your website, or on a 
designated landing page or app

Custom Avatars
Create your own unique AI avatar with 
face and voice

Tailor-fit to your brand
Select a natural environment, background ,and 
branding

Minimal Bandwidth
95% more server efficient than 3D runtime 
(lower hardware requirements)



Demo:
Meet Ava



Building Technology with an eye on the market

● Using our profitable subscription division as a launch vehicle and the 

technology as a growth engine

● Gathering insights and data (compliantly) from users to push 

development

● Building the technology and organization to fit scaled commercialization, 

we will: 

○ Improve human-likeness of the video

○ Adapt product for easy integration and specialized use cases 

● Working agile, on all fronts



Delivering Results based on the plan presented in April 2022

Q4
April - June

✓ Deepfake model optimized
✓ Subscription Product Line 

Scale-up
✓ Dev Team Scale-up

✓ Video mixer v2 (vm2)
✓ Future proof system 

architecture for easy adaption
✓ Deliver fully functional clone 

using video mixer v2
✓ Fullscreen & Horizontal 

frontend ready

➢ PangeaMed Hospital Beta
✓ Commercial Team 

Establishment
✓ Subscription - B2B 1st 

Contract
✓ Visuals Improvements

✓ Internal Beta V2
✓ API (External) V2
✓ Talking Head Full Subscription 

Product Line
✓ Experimentation with 

improved visual/video 
synthesis

➢ Metaverse integrations

● Scale B2B Licensing Sales 
● Scale B2B Subscription
● Integrating in an NFT Series 
● V2 Beta Integration

● API key generation
● User management
● Full API docs
● “Admin UI” - API docs and

Infrastructure for adoption 
on scale 

● Substantially improved visual 
Quality

➢ NFT integration

Q1
July - September

Q2
October - December

Business

Dev
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